I . INTRODUCTION
HE MULTIPLE-ACCESS Arbitrarily Varying Channel T ( M A V C ) subject to state and input constraints models a channel that is subject to jamming or unknown, timevarying uncertainties. The random-code capacity region has been characterized under two different assumptions. Under the assumption that the random encoders are statistically independent, the capacity region is completely characterized [l] . In addition, it is shown by means of a simple erasure channel that this capacity region, C, is not always convex (see . By considering another erasure channel, it is shown that even when C is convex, it is possible for C to be a proper subset of 1. In fact, the set-theoretic difference, ?\C, has a nonempty interior. Hence, permitting the codebooks to be dependent can increase the capacity region.
EXAMPLES
A (discrete memoryless) MAVC with two senders and one receiver is a transition probability W from X x Y x S into 2, where X , y , S, and 2 are finite sets. The channel operation on n-tuples x = ( 2 1 , . . . ,zn) E X", y E Y", s E S", and z E 2" is given by w"(zlx,y,s) fi fl;=, W(rklzk,yk,sk).
In general, the state sequence s, which is unknown to the senders and the receiver, can be completely arbitrary. However, to model the power limitations in practical communication systems, we require that s satisfy the stale constraint 
